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Steve Jobs wanted to build an electric car as far back as 2008. In 2014, Tim Cook reportedly funded the project. To date,
though, Apple has had .... Taika Waititi Won an Oscar, Then Put Apple on Notice. Here's How Apple Should Respond. Prada
Signed an Expansive Settlement With New .... Apple reportedly offered to buy Tesla for more than it is worth today in 2013,
but a demand for boss Elon Musk to be left out of the acquisition .... Apple reportedly offered to buy Tesla at around $240 per
share back in 2013. The bid from six years ago is now being reported as Tesla's share .... “Tesla would provide Apple with an
entirely new set of technology platforms on which it could build a new line of products,” Wadhwa writes.. If Apple buys Tesla,
Apple could attract the kind of talent they need to regain their place at the forefront of new technologies, and Tesla gets .... An
analyst says Tesla missed out on selling to Apple in 2013 for around $240 per share, with discussions of an acquisition in 2014
if Elon Musk .... Originally Answered: Will Apple ever buy Tesla? I will disagree with some of the answers but i have a
perspective that i think you need to understand so please .... There's still quite a bit of speculation that Apple is working on an
autonomous EV and that it may be interested in acquiring Tesla. Is it feasible?. The acquisition of PrimeSense lead to the
TrueDepth module for Face ID and Animoji. When the pundits talk about who Apple should buy next, .... Meanwhile, there's
speculation that Apple might buy Tesla. ... personality of Tesla CEO Elon Musk, but she says that should not be an issue..
“Apple should buy 5 or 10% of Tesla just to get the iOS onto that Tesla screen,” Gerber said. “Part of the Tesla story is that
screen in the middle .... Tesla's value could rise to $1.5 trillion aided by a deal with Google. ... we take a look at why Tesla
(NASDAQ:TSLA) could be an attractive acquisition ... (which bypasses traditional auto dealerships) should also help its
margins. ... Apple trades at about 20x, with revenue growth averaging less than 5% and .... In a private call with Morgan Stanley
clients on Wednesday, research analyst Adam Jonas, a long-time Tesla bull, struck bearish notes. Jonas poured cold water on the
idea that Apple or Amazon, or any other big tech firm, would acquire the electric car maker. He also suggested that .... Buffett
called the prospect of Apple investing in, or buying up Tesla a ... There has been on-and-off speculation that Apple might want
to acquire Tesla, ... his opinions about what the company should do with its huge cash pile.. Apple $240 Billion Cash Pile
(AMZN) in emerging tech markets, new innovation from Tesla could help the company gain ground and lead in the long-term,
argued Gerber. ... Gerber thinks Apple would be smart to buy 5% to 10% of Tesla, even if "just to get the iOS onto that Tesla
screen.. At the time, Musk said it was "very unlikely" Tesla would be acquired by Apple, explaining: "We need to stay super
focused on ... creating a .... Could Apple or Google buy Tesla? Easily. Will they, though? That's an entirely different question.

The bad news seems to keep on coming for Tesla Inc., and one expert says this is the year the electric-car company “comes
undone” — and .... NYU professor and prominent tech critic Scott Galloway predicts that if Tesla stock drops another 50
percent, Apple will deliver Elon Musk an ...
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